
úÁ�ÉÓËÉ ÎÁÕÞÎÙÈÓÅÍÉÎÁÒÏ× ðïíé�ÏÍ 449, 2016 Ç.A. AndrianovINTERACTION OF HECKE{SHIMURA RINGS ANDZETA FUNCTIONSAbstrat. An automorphi struture on a Lie group onsists ofHeke{Shimura ring of an arithmetial disrete subgroup and a lin-ear representation of the ring on an invariant spae of automorphiforms given by Heke operators. The paper is devoted to intera-tions (transfer homomorphisms) of Heke{Shimura rings of integralsympleti groups and integral orthogonal groups of integral positivede�nite quadrati forms.IntrodutionThere is a hope that further progress in diophantine number theory islosely related to investigation of representations of Heke{Shimura rings(HS-rings) for arithmetial disrete subgroups of Lie groups on suitablespaes of automorphi forms and their interation with eah other. Im-portant examples of, say, \vertial" interation are given by lifts of auto-morphi strutures to similar groups of higher orders (see, e.g., [7℄). Notless, if not more, interesting are ases of \horizontal" interation arisingfrom onsideration of HS-rings of di�erent Lie groups, say, sympleti andorthogonal (see, e.g., [8℄).In general, an automorphi struture on a Lie group is a HS{ring of anarithmetial disrete subgroup of the group together with a linear repre-sentation of the ring on a spae of automorphi forms by Heke operators.An interation from one automorphi struture to automorphi strutureon another group onsists of an interation mapping of HS{rings of dis-rete subgroups ompatible with ation of orresponding Heke operatorson suitable spaes of automorphi forms.In this paper we onsider interation mappings for HS{rings of ertainsubgroups of integral sympleti groups and groups of units of integralpositive de�nite quadrati forms in even number of variables. For the ationof Heke operators on theta-series see, e.g., [3, 4, 9℄.Key words and phrases: Heke operators, Heke{Shimura rings, interation map-pings, interation sums, theta funtions of integral quadrati forms.5



6 A. ANDRIANOVNotation. We �x the letters Z, Q, R,and C for the ring of rational inte-gers, the �eld of rational numbers, the �eld of real numbers, and the �eldof omplex numbers, respetively.If A is a set, Amn denotes the set of all m× n-matries with elements in
A. If A is a ring with the identity element, 1n denote the identity elementof the ring Ann and 0n is the zero element of the ring.The transpose of a matrix M is denoted by tM . For two matries Q andN of appropriate size we set Q[N ℄ = tNQN:For a omplex square matrix A we writee{A} = exp(�√−1�(A));where �(A) is the sum of diagonal entries of A.
§1 Theta-series, sympleti HS{rings, Heke operatorsLet Q be an even positive de�nite matrix of order m. For n = 1; 2; : : : ,we de�ne the theta-series of genus n of Q as a funtion in variableZ ∈ Hn = {Z = X +√

−1Y ∈ Cnn | t0Z = Z; Y > 0}(the Siegel upper half-plane of genus n) given by the series�(Z; Q) = �n(Z; Q) = ∑N∈Zmn e{0}Q[N ℄Z: (1.1)The series onverges absolutely and uniformly on any subset of Hn ofthe form {Z = X + √
−1Y ∈ Hn | Y > "1n} with " > 0. Therefore, theseries de�nes a real analyti funtion on Hn.Aording to [5, Theorems 4.1{4.3℄, theta-series has the following auto-morphi properties: if Q is an even positive de�nite matrix of even orderm = 2k and level q, then for eah matrix M of the group�n0 (q) = {M = (A BC D)

∈ Spn(Z) ∣

∣

∣
C ≡ 0 (mod q)}the theta-funtion (1:1) of Q of genus n > 1 satis�es the funtional equa-tion � (M〈Z〉; Q) = jQ(M; Z)�(Z; Q); (1.2)where M〈Z〉 = (A BC D )

〈Z〉 = (AZ +B)(CZ +D)−1,jQ(M; Z) = �Q(detD) det(CZ +D)m=2



INTERACTION OF HECKE{SHIMURA RINGS AND ZETA FUNCTIONS 7is automorphi fator, and �Q { the harater of quadrati form withmatrix Q.On the other hand, the theta{series has symmetries orresponding tothe ation of the group GLm(Z) of integral unimodular matries of orderm. Namely,�n(Z; Q[M ℄) = �n(Z; Q) for eah M ∈ GLm(Z): (1.3)Further, for q > 1, let us introdue the multipliative semigroup�n0 (q) = {M = (A BC D)

∈ Z2n2n ∣

∣

∣

t0M ( 0n 1n
−1n; 0n )M= �(M)( 0n 1n

−1n 0n); C ≡ 0n (mod q); �(M) > 0; gd(�(M); q) = 1}:The group �n0 (q) an be onsidered as a subgroup of �n0 (q) onsisting ofmatries M ∈ �n0 (q) with multiplier �(M) = 1. Let
Hn0 (q) = H(�n0 (q); �n0 (q))be the Heke{Shimura ring (over C) of the semigroup �n0 (q) relative tothe subgroup �n0 (q). Here we only note that this ring onsists of all those�nite formal linear ombinations T with omplex oeÆients of symbols(�n0 (q)M), orresponding in one-to-one way to di�erent left osets�n0 (q)M ⊂ �n0 (q);whih are invariant with respet to all right multipliation by elements of�n0 (q):T =∑� �(�n0 (q)M�); T =∑� �(�n0 (q)M�)=T (∀ ∈ �n0 (q)): (1.4)The semigroup �n0 (q) operates on the spae Fn of all omplex-valued real-analyti funtions F = F (Z) : Hn 7→ C by the Petersson operators�n0 (q) ∋ M : F = F (Z) 7→ F |M = F |jM = jQ(M; Z)−1F (M〈Z〉); (1.5)where jQ(M; Z) is the automorphi fator. Petersson operators map thespae Fn into itself and satisfy the rule F |M |M ′ = F |MM ′. It allows usto de�ne the standard representation T 7→ |T = |jT of the HS{ring Hn0 (q)on the subspae

F
n0 = {F ∈ F

n | F |M = F for all M ∈ �n0 (q)} (1.6)



8 A. ANDRIANOVof all �n0 (q)−invariant funtions of Fn by Heke operators: the Heke op-erator |T = |jT orresponding to an element of Hn0 (q) of the form (1.4) isde�ned by F |T = ∑� �F |M� (F = F (Z) ∈ Fn0 ); (1.7)where |M� are the Petersson operators (1.5). The Heke operators areindependent of the hoie of representatives M� ∈ �n0 (q)M� and map thespae Fn0 into itself. The map T 7→ |T is a linear representation of the ring
Hn0 (q) on the spae Fn0 .Theta-funtions of di�erent genuses n of a �xed quadrati form are re-lated by Siegel operators �n;r : Fn 7→ Fr, where 0 6 r 6 n, whereasthe ation of Heke operators on the spaes are related by Zharkovskayahomomorphisms 	n;rQ : Hn0 (q) 7→ Hr0(q) of HS-rings. For de�nition andproperties of the mappings see [9, §4℄. Here we shall only note that theZharkovskaya homomorphism 	n;rQ is not always epimorphi, it is epimor-phi if n; r > m=2 [6, Proposition 3.3℄.The funtional equations (1.2) show that theta-funtions �n(Z; Q),viewed as funtions of Z, belong to the spae Fn0 . Expliit formulas forthe ation of Heke operators on theta-funtions show that images of thetheta-funtions under Heke operators an be often written as �nite linearombinations with onstant oeÆients of similar theta-funtions. Aord-ing to [1, Theorem 1℄ and [9, Propositions 5.1, 5.2(2)℄, for eah homoge-neous element T ∈ Hn0 (q) of a multiplier � (i.e., a linear ombination ofleft osets (�n0 (q)M�) with a �xed multiplier �(�n0 (q)M�) = �(M�) = �),whih in the ase n < m belongs to the image of the ring Hm0 (q) under theZharkovskayamap 	m;nQ : Hm0 (q) 7→ Hn0 (q), the image of the theta-funtion(1.1) under the Heke operator |T an be written as a linear ombinationwith onstant oeÆients of similar theta-funtions in the form�n(Z; Q)|T= {

∑D∈A(Q;�)=GLm(Z) I(D; Q; 	n;mQ T )�n(Z; �−1Q[D℄);0; (1.8)depending on whether the setA(Q;�) = {D ∈ Zmm ∣

∣

∣
�−1Q[D℄ ∈ Em; det�−1Q[D℄ = detQ} ; (1.9)of all automorphes of Q with multiplier �, is not empty or empty, where theelement 	n;mQ T = T ′ ∈ Hm0 (q) is the image of T under the Zharkovskaya



INTERACTION OF HECKE{SHIMURA RINGS AND ZETA FUNCTIONS 9map if n > m and an inverse image if n < m, and where for the elementT ′ = ∑� �(�m0 (q)N�) written with \riangular" representatives N� =A� B�0m D� , the oeÆients on the right are the interation sumsI(D; Q; T ′)= ∑�;D t0D�≡0 (mod �)��Q(| detD�|)| detD�|−m=2e{0}�−2Q[D℄ · t0D�B�:(1.10)Note that the interation sums satisfy the relationsI(MDM ′; Q; T ′)=I(D; Q[M ℄; T ′) (T ′∈ Hm0 (q); M;M ′ ∈ GLm(Z)):(1.11)
§2. Orthogonal HS{ringsIn this setion we briey reall de�nition of orthogonal Heke{Shimurarings. For details see [3℄.Suppose that for an even positive de�nite matrix Q of even orderm andlevel q, a system of representatives 〈Q〉 of all di�erent lasses with respetto integral equivalene of even positive de�nite matries of the same order,divisor, level, and determinant as those of Q onsists of the single matrixQ,

〈Q〉 = {Q}: (2.1)Given suh a matrix, we de�ne the groupsE = E(Q) = {D ∈ GLm(Z) | Q[D℄ = Q}of units of matrix Q and the setA = A(Q)= {D ∈ Zmm | Q[D℄ = �(D)Q; �(D) > 0; gd(�(D); q) = 1} (2.2)of (regular) automorphes of Q. It an be veri�ed that the groups E andsets A satisfy the following three ondition: AA ⊂ A, E ⊂ A, and eahdouble oset EME with M ∈ A is a �nite union of left osets modulo E.Let us denote by D = D(E; A) (2.3)the set of those �nite formal linear ombinations with integral oeÆientsof symbols (ED), orresponding in one-to-one way to di�erent left osets



10 A. ANDRIANOVED ontained in the set A, whih are invariant with respet to all rightmultipliation by elements of E:D ∋ t = ∑� a�(ED�); tA = ∑� a�(ED�A) = t (∀A ∈ E):The set D is an assoiative ring, alled the (regular) Heke{Shimura ringof the matrix Q. The matries Q satisfying ondition (2.1) will be alledone-lass matries.Finally, we de�ne the linear representation ◦ of the ring D(Q) on fun-tions f : Q→ C de�ned byf◦t = f◦∑� a�(ED�) = ∑� a�f(�−1� Q[D�℄) (t = ∑� a�(ED�) ∈ D):(2.4)
§3. Interation mappingsLet T ∈ Hn0 (q) be an homogeneous element of a multiplier �(T ) = �.Let us suppose that an even positive de�nite matrix Q of even order mand level q satis�es the ondition (2.1), i.e., it is an one-lass matrix. Ifset A(Q; �) of the form (1.9) is not empty, then for eah D ∈ A(Q; �),the matrix �−1Q[D℄ is integrally equivalent to the matrix Q. By hoosingappropriate representative in the oset A · GLm(Z), one an assume that�−1Q[D℄ = Q, i.e., Q[D℄ = �Q, and the oset D · GLm(Z) for suh Dredues to the oset D · E of the group E = E(Q) of units of Q. It showsthat one an take A(Q; �)=GLm(Z) = A(�)=E; (3.1)whereA(�) = A(Q;�) = {D ∈ A(Q) | �(D) = �} = {D ∈ Zmm | Q[D℄ = �Q} :Then the relation (1.8) for Q takes the form(�n|T )(Z; Q)= {

∑D∈A(�)=E I(D; Q; 	n;mT )�n(Z; �−1Q[D℄);0; = {

(
∑D∈A(�)=E I(D; Q; 	n;mT ))�n(Z; Q);0;



INTERACTION OF HECKE{SHIMURA RINGS AND ZETA FUNCTIONS 11depending on whether the set A(�) is not empty or empty, where 	n;m =	n;mQ is the Zharkovskaya mapping for the matrix Q. Sine � is prime tothe level q of Q, it follows that the ondition D ∈ A(�)=E is equivalent tothe ondition �D−1 ∈ E\A(�). Therefore, by replaing M 7→ �D−1, thelast relations an be rewritten in the form(�n|T )(Z; Q)= {

(
∑M∈E\A(�) I(�M−1; Q; 	n;mT ))�n(Z; Q);0; (3.2)depending on whether the set A(Q; �) is not empty or empty.On the other hand, for n > 1 let us set�n(T ) = {

∑D∈E\A(�) I(�D−1; Q; 	n;mT ) (ED) if A(�) 6= ∅;0 if A(�) = ∅: (3.3)It follows from (1.11) that for eahM ∈ E linear ombinations (3.3) satisfyrelations�n(T )M = ∑D∈E\A(�) I(�M(DM−1)−1; Q; 	n;mT ) (EDM)= ∑D∈E\A(�) I(�D−1; Q[M ℄; 	n;mT ) (ED) = �n(T ):Thus, �n(T ) ∈ D, and so the element �n(T ) = �n<Q>(T ) = (�n(T )) belongsto the HS-ring (2.4). Extending the mapping by linearity to arbitrary T ∈
Hn0 (q), we obtain a linear mapping of HS-rings

Hn0 (q) ∋ T 7→ �n(T ) ∈ D = D(E; A): (3.4)Finally, let us de�ne the ation of (orthogonal) operator ◦�n(T ) on theta-series by(�n◦�n(T ))(Z; Q)= ∑D∈E\A(�)I(�D−1; Q; 	n;mT )�n(Z; �Q[D−1℄): (3.5)The following theorem expresses images of the theta-series under a-tion of sympleti Heke operators in terms of ation of orthogonal Hekeoperators by means of interation mapping (3.4).Theorem 1. Let Q be an even positive de�nite one-lass matrix of evenorder m. Then for eah n > m=2 the ation of a Heke operator |T with



12 A. ANDRIANOVT ∈ Hn0 (q) on the theta-series �n(Z; Q) an be written in the terms ofation of the operator ◦�n(T ) de�ned by (2:4) in the form�n|T = �n ◦ �n(T ): (3.6)Proof. Suppose �rst that T ∈ Hn0 (q) is an homogeneous element of amultiplier �(T ) = �, and that the set A(Q; �) of the form (1.9) is notempty. Then, aording to de�nition, the ation of operators ◦�n(T ) onthe theta-series an be written in the form (3.5). Hene the formulas (3.2)an be rewritten as (3.6) This formula together with the formula (1.8) istrue for all homogeneous elements T ∈ Hn0 (q) of a multiplier � and suhthat the set A(Q; �) of the form (1.9) is not empty for the matrix Q. Bylinearity, the formulas remain true for all T ∈ Hn0 (q). If the set A(Q; �) areempty, then (�n)|T = 0, and the formula remains true with the onvention�n(T ) = 0mm. The theorem is proved. �Note that when m=2 6 n < m, inverse image 	n;mT ∈ Hm0 (q) is notunique, whih ause an indeterminay of the de�nition of the mapping(3.4), but in view of the theorem it does not a�et the ation of operators
◦�n(T ) on theta-vetors. We all the mapping T 7→ �n(T ) the interationmapping of the HS-rings.Theorem 2. Let Q be an even positive de�nite one-lass matrix of evenorder m. Then for every n > m the mapping (3:4) is a linear ring-homomorphism of the Heke-Shimura rings.Proof. The mapping (3.4) is linear by de�nition. We onsider �rst thease n = m. By linearity, it is suÆient to prove in this ase that�m(T T ′) = �m(T )�m(T ′) (3.7)for every homogeneous elements T; T ′ ∈ Hm0 (q). If �(T ) = � and �(T ′) =�′, then �(TT ′) = ��′ and by (3.3) we have�m(TT ′)= {

∑D′′∈E\A(��′) I(��′(D′′)−1; Q; TT ′) (ED′′) if A(Q; ��′) 6= ∅;0 if A(Q; ��′) = ∅;By de�nitions we an write�m(T )�m(T ′)= ∑D∈E\A(�) ∑D′∈E\A(�′) I(�D−1; Q; T )I(�′(D′)−1; Q; T ′)(EDD′);



INTERACTION OF HECKE{SHIMURA RINGS AND ZETA FUNCTIONS 13if A(Q; �) 6= ∅ and A(Q; �′) 6= ∅. Otherwise, �m(T )�m(T ′) = 0. There-fore, in order to prove (3.7) it is suÆient to show thatI(��′(D′′)−1; Qj ; TT ′)
∑(D;D′)∈(E\A(�);E\A(�′));DD′∈ED′′

I(�D−1; Q; T )I(�′(D′)−1; Q; T ′) (3.8)for eah D′′ ∈ A(��′), unless the left or the right sides are both zero.On the other hand, by [6, Proposition 3.8℄, for every ~D ∈ A(Q;��′)interation sums satisfy relationsI( ~D; Qj ; TT ′)= ∑(D1;D2)∈(A(Q;�)=�;A(�−1Q[D1℄;�′)=�);D1D2∈ ~D� I(D1; Q; T )I(D2; �−1Q[D1℄; T ′);where � = GLm(Z). By (3.1), the inlusion D1 ∈ A(Q;�)=� an be re-plaed by the inlusion D1 ∈ A(�)=E and vie versa. If D1 ∈ A(�)=E,then �−1Q[D1℄ = Q. Hene, again by (3.1), the onditionD2 ∈ A(�−1Q[D1℄; �′)=�means that D2 ∈ A(�′)=E. Then D1D2 ∈ ~DE, and the last relation turnsinto relationI( ~D; Q; TT ′) = ∑(D1;D2)∈(A(�)=E;A(�′)=E);D1D2∈ ~DE I(D1; Q; T )I(D2; Q; T ′);Sine � and �′ are prime to the level q of the matrix of Q, it follows thatthe onditions D1 ∈ A(�)=E and D2 ∈ A(�′)=E are equivalent to the on-ditions �D−11 ∈ E\A(�) and �′D−12 ∈ E\A(�′), respetively. Therefore,after the substitution �D−11 = D; �′D−12 = D′ and ��′ ~D−1 = D′′, i.e.,



14 A. ANDRIANOVD1 = �D−1; D2 = �′(D′)−1 and ~D = ��′(D′′)−1, we ame to the relationI(��′(D′′)−1; Qj ; TT ′)= ∑(D;D′)∈(E\A(�)=;E\A(�′));D′D∈ED′′

I(�D−1; Q; T )I(�′(D′)−1; Q; T ′)
∑(D′;D)∈(E\A(�′);E\A(�));D′D∈ED′′

I(�′(D′)−1; Q; T ′)I(�D−1; Q; T );whih is atually the relation (3.6) for elements T ′; T ∈ Hm(q), sineTT ′ = T ′T , by ommutativity of the ring Hm(q).The ase when n > m follows from the ase n = m, sine by de�ni-tion the mapping T 7→ �n(T ) = �m(	n;m(T )) is the omposition of theZharkovskaya homomorphism 	n;m = 	n;mQ and the homomorphism �m.
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